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Rationale
The president's press secretary or spokesman serves many masters - the press, the public, and

ultimately the president. In a 2417 news cycle, the press secretary shapes much of the dialogue between the
president and the people and assists a president in achieving his political agenda (Myers, 2008). Although
the role of press secretary is historically tied to conventional journalism practices, this study posits that
today a press secretary operates in a continuous cycle of image maintenance or repair with questions
ranging from the president's schedule to health care reform.

Literature
Image restoration theory is founded upon two key assumptions. First, communication is a goal-

directed activity in that we seek the most important goals or the best mix possible, and second, maintaining
a positi e. a IOnIS ~~J)oal of cOI?munications (Benoit, 199;;).. . . ..

Benoit's (1995) una e restoration theory has five typologies of image repair strategies: ,~l,
~ading . ", cing offensiveness, corrective action, and mortifi.s;.atioll_ These strategies reflect
the goal oftlie dIscourse and may15e applied to corporate and individual messages. Benoit's (1995):
typology of image restoration strategies is most often relied upon for analyzing message outcomes. :

Image restoration studies have typically focused on one crisis scenario. This study analyzes a
pendulum of events over the first two years of President Obama's presidency with Robert Gibbs as press
secretary. President Obama's decliningjob approval ratings serve as the critical backdrop or crisis for this
study. Specifically this study seeks to answer:

RQ 1: Which image repair strategies are prevalent in Press Secretary Robert Gibbs' responses to
rep~rters' questions regarding President Barack Obama's declining apJ2!:!;..valratings 'in
pollmg? c",

RQ2: Which image repair strategies are prevalent in Press Secretary Robert Gibbs' responses to
reporters' questions regarding President Barack Obama's interaction or lack of interaction
with the media? l

RQ3: Which image repair strategies are prevalent in Press Secretary Robert Gibbs' responses
following key events including the closing of the Guantanamo prison, the Air force One
Manhattan flyover, the 100th day presidential assessment, the "Beer Summit," President
Obama's increase in troops in Afghanistan, and midterm elections?

RQ4: Which image repair strategies increase or decrease over the two-year period?
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,~~ Typically image repair studies analyze newspaper articles or televised interviews; this studyann ( .> examines news in the making by analyzing the press secretary's responses to questions on President
~ Obama's declining job approval rating, the president's interaction with media, and key headline events

such as: the closing of Guantanamo prison, the Air Force One Manhattan flyover, the 100th
Day mark, increasing troops in Afghanistan, "The Beer Summit," and midterm elections.

Three undergraduate students at a liberal arts university coded 477 passages from 463 press"
briefmgs using Benoit's (1995) five typologies or macro level repair/maintenance strategies as well as 18
sub-typologies or micro level repair/maintenance strategies. These macro and micro levels included: ,Denial
- simple denial and shift the blame, evasion ofresponsibiltty - provocation, defeasibility, accident, good
intentions, get back to you, reducing offensiveness -.bolstering, minimization, differentiation,
transcendence, attack accuser, and compensation; corrective action; and mortification. This study expanded
Benoit's typology to include an additional macro eve typo ogy and two micro level sub-typologies.
Humor/sarcasm and irrelevant comment were added to evasion of responsibility; answers the question was
added at the macro level.

Two coders each analyzed all passages (N= 294) for public opinion and President Obama and the
media for 2009 and 2010 with a Scott's Pi intercoder reliability of93% for 2009 and 92.4% for 2010. Three
coders each analyzed all passages within topic packets (N= 183). Using Scott's Pi, intercoder reliability
was assessed between pairs of coders at the macro and micro level for each coding packet; the composite
reliability coefficient for each coding packet is reported at both the macro and micro level: 100 Days -
.911.87; Air Force One Manhattan flyover - .93/.90; Guantanamo Prison - 11.98, "The Beer Summit'">
.83/.81; Afghanistan - .86/.81, midterm elections - .89/.84.



Preliminary Findings I
Cramer's V and chi square test for independence revealed the following significant relationships at

the macro and micro levels. '

RQIIRQ2:
i

President Obama and the media, and public opinion: Macro level- denial, evasion of
responsibility and corrective action for 2009, reducing the offensiveness for 2910.

!,loath Day: Macro level - evasion of responsibility; micro level- bolsteringRQ3: ;
1

Air Force One Flyover: Macro level- evasion of responsibility; micro level=-:
defeasibility .

Guantanamo Prison: Macro level- reducing the offensiveness, evasion of '
responsibility and corrective action, micro level- bolstering, minimization.attack the
accuser.

Afghanistan: Macro level- answers the question, evasion of responsibility arid
reducing the offensiveness, and corrective action, micro level- minimization,
transcendence, bolstering.

"The Beer Summit": Macro level- evasion of responsibility, micro level-
transcendence.

Midterm elections: Macro level- reduce the offensiveness and evasion of ,
responsibility, micro level- bolstering, transcendence, and attack the accuser. I
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